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Dear Colleagues,
The Board of the Association of Career Firms and
myself extend our wishes to you and your families
for a happy new year.
The year 2017 has been eventful for many member
countries, as always we are challenged to bring
innovation and highly impactful and relevant
services for our clients and with the changing nature
of work this will be a continuing theme for this year
ahead. The economy has offered up challenges and
the technical and political changes have been felt
across the globe.

The Association is in a period of change too and as you
know we have been focusing our work on redesigning
the focus and shape of this body to best support our
members. Our recent survey results are attached and
in the month ahead we will be examining sections of
this in more detail with interviews with members to
bring this to life in more depth.
We look forward to working with you.

Warm regards

Bev White
Chairman ACF Europe
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ACF Survey responses
The response to the ACF survey on key trends in our
industry presented a range of interesting responses
which we will use to shape the immediate agenda for
the ACF. In this edition of our newsletter weare setting
out the initial findings of the survey with brief analysis.
We will publish in the weeks ahead further editions of
our newsletter to look in depth at specific responses
and explore key points of view and next steps.

The Association of Career Management Firms should
make up their mind what the pro´s and con´s
of obligatory outplacement services are and how
these should be defined. Also the questions around
taxation might come up again..

Q1 What do you think are the reasons your
clients offer outplacement services?

Overall an average score of 6.78 suggests that this
is a core factor but one that is not the key factor.

Since we had our last face-to-face meeting just
some weeks ago it is easy to be up-to-date. The
Swiss market for Outplacement and Career Services
has been quite prosperous for the members of the
Swiss Chapter. Especially the first semester has been
strong for most of us, whereas the time after the
holidays was a little more quiet and is picking up as
to 2018, which is looking interesting also.
In our country we have had restructuring projects
as well as individual programs to give us work. The
prices have been steady although some pressure
to reduction has been felt. The digitalization has
not yet been an important topic. There is a lot

The second highest rating in the category and again
one that has some variation across most European
markets with Austria and especially Italy scoring this
element lower. This element perhaps also offers
ACF companies the greatest opportunity to co build
brand value with customers.

It is interesting that for the time being the European
Union has no common policy regarding the use
of instruments to reduce the unemployment rate.
While our colleagues in Belgium report that the client
companies are forced by law to use Outplacement and we know that the same is true for Spain - we see
in Austria and Sweden a strong government influence
in career coaching activities. In the other countries
the report shows a rather weak influence of the law
or unions (less than 5.0 on a scale from 1 to 10).

In general it would appaear that saying goodbye to an
employee for them to gain extra experience and return
at a later date is still not part of the talent agenda

Country Report: Switzerland
Again a question that offers some interesting
variation amongst different countries. Austria and
the Benelux score this very highly whilst in Italy this
seems to be a marginal element in the decision
making process.

We note that we have cultural differences. In addition
we can say that there is a positive aspect for the
employers offering outplacement even if they do not
pay for it. In the survey the question if outplacement
is an add on or part of the severance payment was
not raised. The fact that the company offers support
in that situation is seen as a benefit, so we as an
industry should make sure that we get payed in
some way, also when the service is not used. We
will discuss this issue in the coming year in depth.

Overall another very low score where Italy
believe this question to be negligible. The Uk and
Netherlands are not far behind whereas in Austria
and Benelux this is a more prominent factor.

Overall a relatively low score again with an out of
pattern score in Italy.

of confidence, that Outplacement programs will
remain as a combination of face-to-face coaching
and ongoing (online) support. But the feeling is
that digital forms of support will gain importance.
The Swiss chapter actually has 9 members and
the search for new members is a constant task in
progress. Our project is to get all relevant players
on board.
So we wish all our colleagues a merry Christmas
and are looking forward to interesting year 2018.

Mark Richter
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